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BEFORE THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE  1  ST   CLASS

TEZPUR, SONITPUR

Present :-  Smti Triza P M Baruah , AJS

Judicial Magistrate 1st Class Sonitpur, at Tezpur

G.R.CASE NO :- 436 of 2016

Under Section 294/341/506 IPC

State of Assam

-VERSUS –

Subhash Das 

Son of – Late Jagdish Das

Resident of Kalakuchi

Police Station- Missamari

District- Sonitpur, Assam

                                                   
-Accused person

Appeared

Learned App for State : Smti Bandana Boro

Learned Counsel for Defence : Shri R. Boruah

Offence explained on : 03.10.2016

Dates of Evidence : 26.04.2017, 03.07.2018,

                                                                         21.08.2018, 26.09.2018,

                                                                         30.01.2019

Date of Argument : 12.02.2020

Date of Judgment : 28.02.2020    
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J U D G M E N T

1. The present case arose out of a FIR lodged by informant Rumi Das on

10.02.2016 against the accused person namely Subhash Das stating inter

alia that on 30.01.2016, the accused person abused the informant and her

son with obscene words and also threatened to kill them. Hence, this case. 

2. On receipt of  the FIR, officer in charge of  Missamari  police station

registered  a  case  vide  Missamari  P.S.  case  no.  0014/16  under  section

294/325/341/506 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) and endorsed the case for

investigation. Accordingly investigating officer (I/O) initiated investigation of

this  case and on completion of  investigation,  I/O submitted charge sheet

against the accused person under section 294, section 341 and section 506

of the Indian Penal Code (IPC).

3. Thereafter,  on basis  of  the contents  of  the case  diary,  FIR,  charge

sheet and other relevant documents, cognizance was taken of the offence

prima facie appeared to has been committed by the accused person and

summon was issued against him. 

4. On appearance, accused person was furnished with copy of relevant

documents under Section 207 of the Criminal Procedure Code (Cr.P.C.). 

On perusal  and consideration of  the  material  on record and upon

hearing  the  learned  Assistant  Public  Prosecutor  (APP)  and  the  learned

counsel appearing on behalf of the accused person, prima-facie material of

offence under section 294, section 341 and section 506 of the Indian Penal

Code  (IPC)  were  found  against  the  accused  person  and  accordingly

particulars of said offences under the aforesaid section were read over and

explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed

to be tried.

5. In  support  of  its  case,  prosecution examined  7 (seven)  number  of

witnesses and exhibited 4 (four) number of documents. The witnesses were

cross-examined by the defence counsel and thereafter the witnesses were

discharged.

6. Statement  of  defence  of  the  accused  person  under  section  313

Cr.P.C. has been recorded which is of complete denial. The defence declined

to adduce any evidence.
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7. I  have  perused  the  material  on  record  and  heard  the  arguments

advanced by the learned A.P.P. and the learned counsel appearing for the

accused person.

8. Upon  hearing  and  after  perusal  of  the  record,  following  point  is

formulated for proper adjudication of this case:

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

(A) Point No. 1:  Whether on 30.01.2016 at Bogichuburi, Bam Parbatia,

Tezpur,  accused person uttered obscene  words  to  the  annoyance  of  the

informant and her son and thereby committed an offence punishable under

section 294 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC)?

(B) Point No. 2:  Whether on 30.01.2016 at Bogichuburi, Bam Parbatia,

Tezpur, accused person wrongfully restrained the informant and her son and

thereby committed an offence of wrongful restraint punishable under section

341 of the IPC?

(C) Point No. 3:  Whether on 30.01.2016 at Bogichuburi, Bam Parbatia,

Tezpur,  accused  person intimidated  the  informant  and  her  son  by

threatening to cause injury to their person and thereby committed an offence

punishable under section 506 of the IPC?

DISCUSSION , DECISION & REASONS THEREOF:-

9. P.W.1 Smti Rumi Das who is the informant of the case has deposed in

her testimony that the accused Subhash Das is her husband and that on 30-

01-2016 she visited the accused person seeking monthly maintenance and

was accompanied by her son Rajib Kr. Das, her sister P.W. 2 Indurani Deka

along-with another boy i.e. P.W. 3 Hillol Pratim Nath. P.W.1 has alleged that

the accused abused her verbally and hit her on her head with a piece of

wood. P.W.1 has further alleged that the accused hit her son as well. In her

cross examination,  P.W.1 stated that  the accused,  her  husband has been

residing  at  his  present  address  i.e.  Kalakuchi  since  2012  when  he  had

severed his relation with his wife and son. P.W.2 Smti  Indurani Deka and

P.W.3  Shri  Hillol  Pratim  Nath  corroborated  P.W.1's  testimony  that  they

indeed went on 30-01-2016 to visit the accused to seek maintenance for

P.W.1.  Both  P.W.2  and P.W.3 have  stated in  their  examination and cross
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examination that the accused hit the informant i.e. P.W.1 and her son namely

Rajib Kr. Das on the said day of incident. P.W.3 has further stated that the

accused hit P.W.1 with a burning stick in her cheek. However, deposition of

P.W.6  Dr.  Sorumai  Saikia  who  in  her  capacity  as  medical  officer  had

examined the informant deposed that upon examination she found no injury

on the informant. Subsequent to the medical examination, she had prepared

the medical report exhibited as Ext. 2 wherein it is clearly stated that the

informant had suffered no injury as claimed by P.W.3.

Therefore, deposition of P.W.6 who is an independent witness has put

a cloud on the credibility of P.W.3's statement regarding injury suffered by

the informant. 

P.W.4 Abdul Razek, has stated that the accused worked at his shop at

the time of the incident. He stated that on the said day P.W.1 accompanied

by P.W.2, P.W.3 and P.W.1's son Rajiv Kr. Das had come to the tea stall run

by him and had beaten up Subhash Das, the accused and damaged articles

at his tea stall. P.W.4 in his cross examination re-iterated that the accused

was infact beaten up by the aforesaid. He further stated that accused was not

at fault and that he did not attack his wife i.e. P.W. 1 and the accompanying

persons.

P.W.4 is the eye witness to the incident and both in his examination in

chief and cross examination has firmly stood his ground that it was not the

accused person but the informant and the other persons accompanying her

had beaten up the accused.

P.W.4 further stated that due to the commotion onlookers had beaten

up the informant  and the  other  persons  as  retaliation for  beating up the

accused and damaging articles at P.W.4's tea stall. 

P.W.5 Abdul Siddique is another eye witness to the said incident who

corroborated the deposition of P.W.4 that he saw the informant along-with

other persons fighting with the accused and articles inside the tea stall were

damaged. P.W.5 also corroborated the stance of P.W.4 that the accused had

no fault and that he did not hit the informant and the other persons.
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Both P.W.4 and P.W.5 corroborated each others testimony that the

onlookers  had attacked the informant and the accompanying persons  in

order to save the accused. 

Testimony of P.W.7 ASI Paban Kr. Sut who at the time of incident was

posted at Missamari P.S. as S.I. reveals that during investigation, only P.W.4

Abdul Razek's statement was taken as witness in the instant case before filing

charge-sheet.  Ext.  3  is  the  sketch  map  of  the  place  of  occurrence  and

Ext.3(1) is his signature.

It is to be noted that deposition of P.W.4 who is the sole witness to be

examined  by  the  police  has  deposed  in  court  in  favour  of  the  accused,

standing  his  ground both  in  examination  and  cross  examination  that  the

accused  was  not  at  fault  and  had  not  hit  the  informant  and  the

accompanying persons as alleged. Infact it were the said persons who hit the

accused.

10. Burden of proof to establish the guilt of the accused person is on the

prosecution.  Here,  prosecution  has  failed  to  establish  the  guilt  of  the

accused person.  From the evidence of the prosecution witnesses who have

appeared, it can be seen that though the FIR was lodged and subsequent

charge-sheet filed against the accused person; deposition of independent

witnesses point towards the innocence of the accused person. Thus, there is

no incriminating material to suggest that the accused person has committed

offence punishable under the section 294, section 341 and section 506 of

the Indian Penal Code (IPC).

11. Considering all, since it is found that the guilt of the accused person

could not be established by the prosecution to implicate him of any offence

under  the  above  stated  sections  of  IPC;  the  points  for  determination  as

stated above are hence, decided in negative.
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O R D E R

12. In light of the above discussion, the accused person namely Subhash

Das is acquitted of the charges of offence alleged to has been committed by

him. 

13. Set the accused person at liberty forthwith.

14. Bail bond for the accused person is extended for a further period of

six months in view of section 437(A) of the Cr.P.C.

15. Given  under  the  hand  and  seal  of  this  court  on  this  28th day  of

January, 2020 at Tezpur, Sonitpur.

(Smt.Triza P Mazinder Baruah)
Judicial Magistrate First Class
Tezpur, Sonitpur
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Appendix 

Names of the witnesses of Prosecution:-

1. P.W.1- Rumi Das

2. P.W.2- Indurani Das

3. P.W.3- Hillol Pratim Nath

4. P.W.4- Abdul Razek

5. P.W.5- Abdul Siddique @ Siddique Ali

6. P.W.6- Dr. S. Saikia

7. P.W.7- ASI Paban Kr. Sut

Documents exhibited by Prosecution :-

1. Ext. 1- FIR

2. Ext. 1(1)- Signature of  informant (Rumi Das)

3. Ext. 2- Medical Report

4. Ext. 2(1)- Signature of Dr. S. Saikia

5. Ext. 3- Sketch map

6. Ext. 3(1)- Signature of ASI Paban Kr. Sut

7. Ext. 4- Charge-sheet

8. Ext. 4(1)- Signature of S.I. Nurul Hussain

Name of the witness  of Defence:-  Nil

Document exhibited by Defence :-  Nil

(Smt.Triza P Mazinder Baruah)
Judicial Magistrate First Class
Tezpur, Sonitpur
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